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ABSTRACT

Starting from the augmented space formalism "by one of us,

and the use of the Ward identity and Bethe Salpeter equation, a

complete formalism for the calculation of the electrical conductivity

in tight-binding models of random "binary alloys has been developed.

The formalism is practical in the sense that viable calculations may

be carried out with its help for realistica models of alloy systems.
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'L'heorettcu.1 development of the conductivity in randoi alloys hat; been

carried out in several simple situations. The Ziinan-Faber theory (Slman 1961;

Bradley ct al, 1962; Faber and Ziman 1965) developed originally for liquids,

but applicable also to alloys, is valid for weak scattering of the conduction

electrons by a distribution of dilute randori secitterers. Of central importance

in this context Is the "weak scattering". Zip.an-Faber theory, a nearly free

electron picture, is valid only for low concent.r:n, ioiiu of one constituent,

when the resultant mean-free path is much larger than the de Broglle wave

length. It is essentially a second-order perturbation expression. Reaching

beyond this Is a series of multiple scattering formalisms based on the Kubo

formula. Of increasing degree of sophistication we may l i s t : the virtual

crystal approximation (VCA), the averaged t-matrix approximation (ATA) and

the coherent potential approximation (CPA). Of these, only the last mentioned

maintains the herglotz analytic property essential for a physically meaningful

approximation of the single-particle Green function G(r.,r_ -z) for all con-

centrations, energies and scattering strengths. In situations of strong

scattering, and in high concentration ranges when scattering from clusters

become predominant, the need to extend the calculation to cluster CPAs has

been recognized for some time. The difficulty of generating self-consistent,

cluster approximations which preserve the herglotzicity has also been recognized

(Hickel and Butler 1973; Butler 1972). The first such successful and viable

self-consistent cluster CPA for density of states in three-dimensional realistic

models was introduced via the augmented space formalism by one of us (Mookerjee

1973, 1971*; Kumar, Mookerjee and Srivastava 1982; Mookerjee and Srivastava 1982).

Just as the herglotz property is essential for any physically meaningful

approximations for the one-particle Green functions to preserve the reality of

energy eigenstates and positivity of the density of states, Mookerjee (1976)

showed that the Ward identity must be preserved in any approximation for the

two-particle Green functions related to the response functions, so that

macroscopic conservation laws are not violated. Given the self-energy in some

approximation, the Ward identity then provides the vertex correction within

that same approximation. This vertex correction and the self-energy together

with the Betbe-Salpeter equation provide sufficient input for the calculation

of the response functions of the system. As a matter of interest, i t should be

noted here that the existence of a Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter equation for the

configurationally averaged quantities were not at a l l self evident. The existence

of the former was first derived by a laborious diagram summation by Leath (l°70)-

However, within the augmented space picture, in which k-labelled electron states
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are scattered by configuration fluctuations, the existence of both were shown
by Mookerjee (l97ka.,b).

The aim of this communication is to obtain an explicit formalism for
calculating the conductivity of a binary random alloy within a cluster CPA.

2 . THE TOBMULATION

We shall take as our starting point a one-electron, tight-binding
Hamiltonian

T. .

(1)

where P. « |i")> <^i| , T, » li^^jl . The basis functions are a complete

set of linearly independent site labelled functions. In general, orthogonality

is unnecessary, but for computational purposes it is convenient. A useful

basis is the pseudo-orbitals of the chemical pseudopotential approach of

Bullett (1975); Choudhury, Mookerjee and Srivastava (1963). We start with a

system of one orbital per site. Extension to situations with more than one

orbital is straightforward involving replacement of scalar quantities like

e(r\), V t r ^ ) and C^r^r ;z) by matrices e ^ r ^ ) , ^(r^-r^) and

G (r.-r.) with v,\) varying over different orbitals associated with a site.

In a completely random system we have

1 2 Jill- - i i j«

I- V1(H) ( n i + n ) + V2(B

.(ln.)

(2)

here n, is a random occupation variable which is one with probability c,

if the site is occupied by an A type atom (whose concentration is c) and zero

with probability (l-c) if it is not.

Mookerjee (19T3) showed that the configuration average of any function

of the n^ may be expressed as?

f>
(3a)

where F is the same functional of M as F is a function of n.. M
~ ~1 i -a

is an or-e.-ator in a rank two vector space t. whose representation in a basis

fc(l-c)}*
i.e. M. - c P î + (1-c) P^i+Jcfl-c) C ^ i +

TT® TT® i
*.,and | f " ^= |v

J_ is an operator in the rank 2 space J) =

V i
This formalism has been uti l ized to generate herglotz, self-consistent

CPA for averages of the form [Gtr^.r^.z)] via a self-energy matrix E_(a).

The starting point of the conductivity calculation is the Kubo

expression

<r,p = JdE (_df/dB) or^fE)

(U)

where f(E) is the Fermi function and

o - f s ) = 2n± t r | f S(VI-\{) i ? oVsl-lM

t r - ^ G(E+) / G(E")

Hie current operator = \ j ^ ~ T. . , where in the same way as V we get

(H) n.n .
(5a)

with

and (5b)

and

d , ( k )
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involve the random variables fa.}.

The averaging in (irtO may then be carried out within the augmented

formalism. Both the operators 5 and

In some earlier attempts the current operator was averaged over. In the absence

of off-diagonal disorder this is a good procedure, hut even the form of (2)

shows that this is a very poor approximation for alloys unless by some chance

V = V = Vn1J . Following (3a) we getAA BE Ap

> (R) I : , » L i
(6b)

Similarly

i ' .
—X

- I 0 ,̂(2) 11^*1 rf.4; .)

r . . i. 3> 1
-1- J

(6c

Re

zjs R,k)
(7a)

l.r <f

©

i(^) I f>

(7b)

A useful way of breaking up (6c) is to regroup the terms slightly. The advantage

will become clear subsequently: Let us write M. = cP 1 + m. so that we

have % = c(lx. .P .X. . . I ) + %_ and \ = c2(lx. .P .I?P - . . I ) + ^ - **
VQ V 0 V l

with

j ;(!;_) (.l-c) .?c{l-c) J.;Ll;vil) is the averaged current,

Putting (6d) back in (6a) we get nine different contributions coming

from the cross terms between j j and Jc- Consider a few of these:

- 5 -

r '

6. . (7c)
= J^XT-o") He > j* (k) l.Pt33( 0

k a •- •

The reason ror illustrating these three terms is the following. (7a) is the
( )S( 1)

averaged current term. Here the response function L (z ,z ,£i>:r.) is

diagonal in augmented space. In (7b) the response function
8(2)L (z ,z T-. ,r ) is off-diagonal in the augmented space, having been taken

between the augmented space basis |f "̂  and |f. "̂  . In the (7c) the

corresponding response function is diagonal in augmented space, but is made

out of a G(z ) and a in © G( 2 ). Thus there are three distinct types of
—1 n d

response functions involved:

i) A response function made out of two ̂  operators sandwiching a j >

and its diagonal element in augmented space is taken;

ii) Two similar response functions, but whose off-diagonal elements in

augmented space are taken: one between | f *> and |f."} and one

between |f ̂  and |f^

iii) A similar diagonal and two off-diagonal terms for two response

functions: one in which G and m. @ r; sandwiches a j_ and

one in which a G and a m

-6-
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The calculation of these different types of response functions will now be
examined in some detail.

8f 1)Let us start with the evaluation of L as an example: The Bethe-

Salj^ter equation corresponding to this now reads (see Mookerjee 19T6)

LiJ<V2>

where

with G(Z) =
B —

(8a)

(8b)

The calculation of the self-energy matrix _E.(z) in any self-consistent

cluster CP approximation Is described in detail in Kumar et al. (198£) and

formed the main content of that work. To very briefly recapitulate, the

main idea was the following: we choose a particular cluster and then determine

self-consistently the way in which the augmented space decorations, suitably

delinked according to the prescription for a CCPA, renormalizes the Hamilton!MI

Hg to Hg + S(z).

Eq.(Sa) may be written in k_-space as follows:

We may obtain A from the Ward identity:

( 9 a )

UsiH£ -tie her^lotz properties of the Green function
s and self energies we get

A(3*,S+,k)

,CS>&
(9b)

the contribution to the conductivity tensor of this

may be written as (e
2/n) (K°B - K " S ) where

averaged current tern

-T-

2/ 2 .
/ e n)

where 5(E,k) = G, + iG_ (incidentally G1 = -i,, A(k,E), the spectral function)

4? - (•*%**) Z .i f̂  , ^ .- ^ f
(]£) Re

- G ( S , k ) 2 A ( E ) k ) (9c)

The off-diagonal terms in augmented space may be obtained in an exactly

similar manner. We shall first choose a rank h subspace of the augmented space

spanned by \^y, | f-^i 1?^ » K M " ^ * B e c a u s e o f tlle symmetries of the

augmented space arising due to statistical homogeneity of the distributions

of the fa.} lit is immaterial which choice of i and J we make. The L's

are then written as operators on this space having h * h matrix representations.

The Eethe-Salpeter equation now reads

Here G,(z,k.) is also an operator in the subspace chosen and is given by

£(z,kj = [(z-HB(k)) I_ - ^(k.z)]'
1 where £_(k_,z) is a I4 x It matrix and can be

obtained exactly as for £ (k,z). Instead of choosing only a cluster

(iV,f,. •. ,r^f) in the augmented space and then determining how the augmented

space decorations renormalizes the Hamiltonian of the cluster; we choose

instead a larger cluster (iv.f,ry1f >rnf i^Vf •••) and determine the
0̂ -1 ~° ̂ 0%

renarmalization of this. The vertex correction term K_ is now a 16 x 16

super-matrix.

The Ward identity may be written in this subspace as follows;

with any
ft'

To actually solve (10) and (ll) these matrix equations may be written in simple

soluble forms as follows:

We define two vectors , &Z g . . ? ̂  ... ̂  j\ T
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and as (&Gul&a12..to14,i821..bG24,. 44

and a matrix qq.

21

11 A 11

12 A 1
31

11
— ^ ^ - ^

"44

*g- -S^-^4^44.. ̂ 44

Then (11) may be written as * = > A . (J , whose solution is

1'

da)

Having solved for the components of A , we may rearrange these back to

obtain Â  . In an exactly similar manner we may relabel the matrix L_ and

the super-matrix G^ , GpIy into a vector L and a matrix G , and rewrite

(10) as

, V

whose solution is given Toy "2,1. Cl. - 5.) J q c l t
 L Q '

where Z a
q

a , (13)

Having obtained I; vector we may rearrange back to the L matrix. These
equations (12) and (13) together with the calculation of the self-energies

are sufficient to obtain the conductivity contribution from the diagonal as

well as off-diagonal terms in augmented space.

Finally comes the six terms which involve a G and a mG sandwiching

a J_ where mG is either 2 . xG or m" © 5 • These are found in

exactly the same way with a slightly modified Bethe-Balpeter equation

-9-

C(z)t]t) tf( z£ ,k)

With

and ll(zj,k) = mG_(z,,k_)

and W(z?,k) = mG(z k ) . W(z,k) involves the calculation of the off-diagonal

augmented space terms for G(z,k).

The above set of equations (Ti-d^) provides a complete formulation

for the calculational basis for the conductivity. What remains for us to

still do is to make use of these to make a direct calculation in three steps

(a) first in simple models and in various limiting regions: like small

concentration, weak scattering and so on. In these limits expressions from

other simple approaches are known. This will provide a useful test for the

formalism. (ID) In simpel models, but in the strong scattering regime where

no self-consistent earlier work exists. These calculations will indicate the

effects of strong scattering by clusters anc finally (c) in more complex tut

realistic models which adequately describe real alloys.

Me propose these as the next step in our calculations.
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